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5ec827df5ec827df5ec827 The rumours are becoming
more and more endless in the AL East, where the
Yankees seem set up for a long season and only have



themselves to blame for their current predicament.
The most recent story comes from the owner of the
closest thing the Yankees have to a mascot, the
copious amounts of food the mascot can procure. Not
only does the state of the Yankees' ace make the news,
but the copious amounts of food he can procure gives
the Yankees another reason to be the AL East favorite:
The New York Times writes: When asked how much
Red Sox pitchers were able to eat, Vazquez suggested
that it’s unlikely they could consume a substantial
amount. “Who is coming up and eating the most?” he
said. “You’d think the Yanks would have a team full of
big guys. Maybe they’re not hungry.” Vazquez further
acknowledged the presence of a gentleman in
pinstripes: “You know the mayor can’t eat much,” he
said, noting that Mayor Bloomberg “grew up with a
lot.” Of course, with the Yankees' chances of
advancing that much diminished, he's only half right.
It's been a story we heard before. You know the one.
He grew up with a lot. And we've known who that
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